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Chapter I: Qm Btt«l«ar Flaalon Prooess
1% iB juvt orer fifty jmarn ago that Henri Beeqoerel aad« hi«
faaouji discovery of radioaetiTity ia uraniim salts. !?hi8 tms followed
shortly lylndepsixdeiit oliservatious liy Schmidt • Oarie» and others of
similar radiations froa other sourees.
She faet of radioactirity has led directly to a reeoasidsration
of the fundanental partieles of natter. If 1^ "fumtaawmtal partiel**
is ttsant an elsoeatary unit that onder no condition can 1>e transformed
into one or aore other |>artieles, then no sticdi partiele exists. At
Tarious times it has seemed certain that such entities as protons and
eleetrens mig^t he so regarded. On further investillation it mast h«
included that within a noeleas. or en soita^lo eoUision. j^rotons
transform into other particles, and electrons form fr<MR and convert
into photons. Hoverer, ttere are certain partielos, iAic3a. althoo^
tmsrautable among themselres, smm to serve as the hallding units for













1.00758 1.66 X 10'
1.00893 1.66x10'
A> 0.11 1.8 xio'
^ 0.11 1.8 xio'
0.00051^; 9.19x10'
o.ooo5tis 9.19x10"
0.0005^ 9.19 >» 10'
rest mass »






Ami Suol«ar Tissioa Froeese (2)
It should also Im miMtbered th&% tho radietlons eallod alpluit
beta end gaioaa rays are hsllua auelsl, M^ speed electrons, and Ter7
penetrating z-x^s respectirely. ^^he neutron is of especial iaportanoe
in the »iole«r fission process, therefore, its oharasteristies will be
investigated Bore closely.
^!bm Kecitront
In 1930 W. Setbe and H. Seeker in GeZBaigr found that if the
vefy energetic natural ali^ia particles froa poloniua fell on certain ef
tkB li^t eleamnts, particularly boron and lithium, an unusually pese*
trating radiation was predaoed. Siis radiation was euisuaed to "bm rmrj
penetrating gtfnaa rays. I. Ourie-Joliot and '. ^^oliot proceeding
on the saae ^suzaption neasored the absorption coefficients of the sup->
posed gaaoa rays in lead. Sheir observations gaTe linear absorption
•oeffioionts of O.IH7 ^^^ 0.227 oa for berylliua and boron respectiTsly.
Xt was not thim Icnown that such lov ^n&lues were iopossible for any substenoe
beeaase of absorption due to electron pair formation. I^hegr farther
observed that If this unknown radiation fell on paraffin or any ether
hydrogen-KSOntaining o«ipe«uid it ejected protons of Tory hi^ energy,
fhese protons had a 3nuBge up to 26 eai. in air> nakiag it neeossary to
postulate that the energy of the incident gassaa quanta %ra8 about 5!^ M.S.?.
,
orer twice the energy measured by the Joliot* s.
J. (Siadwick in England, 1932i eonfirsed the experimental
results and fizuuLly case to the conclusion that the only Justification
of the hi£^ energy protons was ty assaaing that the radiation froa

VHm luolear Fiasioa Process (3)
b«ryllit» and Taoron oonslstsd of energetie neutral particles. Hum* hmH
ariMa from noelear disiategratlon eaaased \s^ the alpha particles waA
eoald p^setrate natter ifith little ahsorption because of their lack of
electric charge. ^?hese particles he called "neutrons".
The reiey properlgr of la^ of €dia)^:B charaoterisiag the xxeutroa
delagred its discovery lay Buking direct ohservation iopossible. This
^laracteristic also makes aeutro&s Ter^r penetrati&g aad tbus Isiportaat
ageats in xoiclear chaste. Charged particles aad electrooagnetie
radiatioiui lose eaergsr in passing Uirou^ natter. Sh^ exert electric
forces \^ch ionise atoias of the sutterials throu^ \^ich they pass.
the eaMrsr prodoced tj ionization equals the energy lost hy deceleration
•r ateorptioa. %e neutron is affected cnly hy a Tcry ^ort range force
that heeoaes significant vhen the neutron passes very close to an at«ido
neleus. Thla forc« is sooetiaes called ^super-gravitational" » and is
the force that holds the nucleus together In spite of the amtual
repulsion of the positively charged protons contained.
Since the neutron carries no net electric chax^e it oannei he
deflected in either a aagn«tic or electric field. Hence conventioaal
aetttods, such as oass-spectroscoi^, cannot he used to neamre its oass.
Only indirect methods ua^ he used. She nasses of the deuteron (heavy
hydrogen nucleus) and the proton nay he determined separately in a aass-
speetrogra;]^ to he S.OlUljU aad 1.0073^2 atomic mass units respectively.
The threshold energy for i&oteeleetric disintegration of the deuteron is
ahout 2. IS M.B.T. Sinstein*s equation for the conversion of mass te

Hm Koelaar l^ltmioa Process (U)
aast \m usedf %diere 2 « 0a0rg;f» b « mass, c « Tsloeitj of light, all
ttiprsssad in eoapatllii* onita. Froa this we flM that an energy of
2.18 M.2.T. eorreapoadJi to 0.002333 atoaic mass ttnite. Shea kdl
€nergf
Imlanftt for the deateroa disiategratioa la tenaa of aase Txoite let
deuteroa -^ ^otoa —>> proton * neatroa
j^ hv -^^a^ ^n^
2.OIU17H -^ 0.002335 « l.CX)75g2 m»t of neatroa
glTia^; the i&aas of the meatroa efoal to 1.00S93 aua.ft. Xa the wfaatioa
ahove nuaerloal subsoripte refer to eleetrie charge, saperscripts to aaies
Boaher (atomle aaes uaite to aeareet whole noaber).
It was aeationed shoTo that the neatron can expertenee a force
only icben It cooes wlthia eztreaely dose range of an atomic nuoleas.
Zhe iateraction vito the aaoleue augr be regarded as a collision, ^1<^
wmor ^ either elastic or inelastic. In an elastic eolXisioa the ordiasiT-
eonsenration of ^ergf and aasumtna laws apply* A portion of the energy
of the iiapiaglng neutron is transferred to the strode zBJLcleus. If the
target nucleus is a heavy one such as lead, the energy loss tx^ the
neutron is Tery small, ^e liniting case would he the rebound of
a neutron fr<UB a hypothetieal wall with no energy loes. Oonrersely, if
the nucleus of a lig^t atom, with a mass of the same order of magnitude

Tlui loelftar ?i8«io& Process (3)
as that of tha natctroB, la 8tni^» tha anergy of a hi^ apaad ntutroA la
radue^ oonaidar&bly at aach ooXliaioa. Shua a glyaa tklokBiaas of
atarial containing li^t atoaa, wateHn at water, ^dro<-ear'boiia, ate.» will
ore affootively radnca tha intensity of a bean of a&argatie nautroas
than tiM same thidfcnaas of lead. Aa the eatrgsr of tha naatroa daeraasss,
it approaichas an enaror of 3/2 k f aerraspondiag to that of a partiela
in thexoal aquilihriua %ritb its sturroundings. "k" is the Boltnaann gas
—16
eoastant per partiela, 1.37^ 3>0 arga per degree Caatigrada, and "T**
is tha tasiperatare on the absolute Xelvin scale. A taaiperatura of
300 X corresponds to an energy of about O.O36 electron TOlts. A neutron
iB this enex^ t&o^ is usually refarrad to as a "tiMroal* SMitrou.
fb» ease of inalastio collision occurs yAx^n tha iapinging
neutron enters tha strucdc imcleus and combines %rith the other pertielss
to fom a new isotope of the target element. Ih« imeleua is usually
left in an esccitad state, with any excess energy being carried off bgr
tha amission of mdiation. Shis process, called "i^pturs**, often leads
to BAv, unstabla or radioaetiTS iaetopes of either the bosbarded alaaamt
or oiw near it in the periodic table. !Qie reaction aeourriag at iopaet
mmj consist in the eaissioa fren the c<Mpound nucleus of ai^ one of tha
following: (1) ganma ray, (2) proton, (3) alidia particle, (U) two
neutrons, (5) three particles, and (6) fission of the nucleus. I^era
is also the case of the original neutron being ra«Bittad at reduced
enei^y with part of the original energy going to excite the nacleua and
pat it at a higher energy lerel.

Tku^ Bvwlaar flMiloii Proeass (6)
In %h» aeatros-s^BBa rsgr r»aoiio& tfa* prodoet aoeleus rot&ias
tiM captured Q«utron and aay •zoecs •neTgy is e«rri«d off liif tb» emission
•f ft ^JBa« raj, fherefor*, ttko aracleus t^t is foraed is larger ia
atottie vei^t l^ one, tiiaa the target aueleas. If this isotope dees
AOt exist ia Baturs, it is eertaia to lae radioaotife. ^is is a verj
likely reaotioa \dxmt. the eaergjr of the iaeident aeatroa is low. Jkaj
release of mmrggr Iweaase of the aass differeaee hetveea the iaitial
aad final products of the reaction, as well as the «&ergy of the i»-
pingiag tteutroa, vill "be carried away Ysf the gaasa ray. A aystessatio
•orvey of the elements of the periodic table for this reaetioa was
1 •
earried otit liy feral aad his associates ia Boae. Shsy began with
ttiygea and found ^ differeat radioaetlTe ivodncts in their first eaKsai*
aation. 'Siis list has since beea greatly extended.
fhe uncharged aeatroa caa a&ter the aoeleus with low energy;
also. It caa leave wlthoat haring to oToroose a barrier energy. For a
charged particle to MMiape the aoeleus , a potential barrier of force
tending to keep the particle Inside aost be overcoae. The only barged
particle that exists for aa appreciable length of tiae ia the aoeleus
Is the pzi>ton. She Talue of the barrier potential is aa oscillating
qoantity. While a proton of energy less than the aTera^s barrier po«>
tMitial B>ay escape if it arrires at the suarface at a faTorable wommnt,
%i» probability of escape increases as the energy of the particle until
the energy equals the asxiaga barrier potential. at «dilc^ point a satu*
ration is obtained. MMa a aeatroa eaters a aueleua it may strike
* Koabered superscripts refer to references of corresponding nuaber
listed in the bibliognq^.

Tbit Hiiel«ar ?lMloa Froe«S8 (7)
a ]^»toa, iB](partiBg ooffleient miaargy for th« protoa to OTercome tho
barrier poiontial and oseajpo from tho noolous. Skis process of protoix
oaiosion aay b« regardod as in eo^petition %rith tho strai^t aoatron
eap^ajm giTon abeva aM isereasea ia iaportaaoa for hi^ e&ergjr io^ii^ng
amtrozui and for eXMwata of loy atMftia zsaaber*
Sia reaetion for a:BQr eleaent X »ajr be tbowa ast
iilMra A " atottie otase aaaber» Z « ohai^ of SEOclecui.
fha resYiltaat oaarar together with a&y ioeidant klo«tift anergy
la ^«i)red b^r the revoltaat products. 'SSob prodoot ouoleua uauaily onits
a bata q\xaat\ua aad rararta to tka original isotope.
Wm& some of the Xi^t eleoeats are boabarded vith energetie
aeatrons they emit alpha particles (helium soolei). A typical reactiOA
ie i^tewtt for the case of boroat
B^ a^ —^ 3l'l^ + gKe^ * energy
Xa this reaction there is a loss of 0.00322 a.a.a., t&ich ^rea a
resultant eaergsr of 3.0 M.l«y.
Aa inspection of a table of isotopes rereeile th^t the ma»*
difference betveea adjacent isotopes of any of the hearier eleoMHats is
alflKMit exactly one unit. ^i?he aass of the neutron is 1.O0S93 a.m.u.,
aad these nuclei differ ia cooposition by one x^eutron. Therefore » there
ie a nass discrepant of about 0.00893 a«a.u. \^ieh is equivalent ^

TJBMi Xisclear fissioa Process (g)
XliistsiB.*8 eouTersion to the easrgjr that aauit be added to coarert the
iMavler i80tox>e into the lifter one pltis a neutron. !l?hls energy is
aroonA 9 ^ 2 M«l.?. £hus if a neatroa of 10 or otore M.£.V. energy-
enters a micleue, two neutrons may be siaultaneonsly ejected (the inci-
dent neutron at reduced energy plus a neutron from the aaeleus). ^is
process gires an isotope of atoaio wei^t one less than the original
KBfilettS. If the product isotope does not exist naturally* it is alsost
certain to be radioaetive and an eaitter of positrons. In gejwral:
iT o Z o o
er* for a typical ease, i^iesphorus 3I:
15 ® 15 o o
a aass-energy balance in terms of aass gives:
30.9S39 + 1.00893 W « 29.9882 * 2(1.00893) -t- w
w ecpials the resultant energy. W equals the original energy and anst be
grenter than w by an aaonnt eq^aal to the du»ige in total laass of reaetants
and prodsets. Tb» aass discrepant is O.OI32 a.m.u. therefore, tf aast
be greater than w by O.OI32 a«m.u., er 12. 3 M.S.?.
2
iUft extttasive surrey was made in ^ich saost of the el«Bents of
the periodic table were bonbarded by 20 M.S.T. neutrons. A total of
11^ radieaotirities were observed, of which about one third were emitters
of electrons and were identified with the same aotirities produced by

Tlut loelear ?l«sioa Procass (9)
Tensl la neutron o«.ptture. ^e reioainder were positron emitters of the
type of the produote 1b the reaction described here.
The dstac^tuMnt of a B/witro& froa the Biieleua requires e3cpe&dl->
ture of 8 - 10 K.ILT. of energy. When a aoeleus is stroek ^ a aeutrea
of 20 M.S.?, or more there is a possibilil^ that the excited nuoleos
vlll give off three neutrons or equlTalent particles in disintegration,
fhe prohahlllty of such an oeeurrenoe would increase with Increasing
Incident nsutron energy. This reaction has been predooed experlaentall/
Ij hoaharding sulfor with rery hi|^ saergy neutrons. Ilhe resultant
isotope obtained vas iihos^u>ras in the following reaction;
The nas8 dlMrepatt<^ is equlralimt to a difference (V > w) of 20.3 M.S. 7.
An alternate reaction would be the eadssloa of three neutrons said a posi-
tron.
n&ere is another type of reaction that will be discussed in
Bore detail below, ^fiien rery heavy aoclei are aade unstable by the
addition of a neutron they say break up into two parts of coiiparable
aass Instead of esaitting a snail particle. This prm^ess, fission, has
been found to be possible for all eleaents of atomic muiber nine^ or
nere. The mlnimn energy of the incident neutron ranges frcn a few
hundredths of an electron volt to I.5 million electron Tolta, depending
on the isotope and element inrolTed. The energy release of these
elMMuts, all radioactlTe, is the same eui it would be oyer the leag
period of tlBie required for natural disintegratidnt it is of the order
ef 190 H.S.T.

flM Snelftar 7i«sloa Process (10)
fhs fission Heaotiottt
Ferai, ia his vaomj of the seasitivltj of the eleoMnts to
aeatron eaptoro , fovuoid sereral new radioaotivities for tsraaiixa. These
suhstaaees decayed with the raiissiea of beta partieles uhieh aeaat that
the prodoet »ist hare aa atoaie anaber (equals atielear charge) of 93*
/^'
^ a' ^ /^ _ x239 ^ o
92 « 92 93 -1
Ixemiaatioa of the periodic table shoved that the new eleoeat should
follov the eh«nistry- of aanganese. A separation hased on this reasoaixig
was aade idliieli jielded a radioactire precipitate, ft&rther separatioas
based on the ehemistzy of iron, ^odiua, and platiaan, gare radioactive
products indicating the presence of eleiQents of atomic somher 9^*95*
and 96* respeetiTelj. Thus elMMuts beyond uranium, tdiich had heea
considered the end of the periodic table, vere found. These veare
•ailed "traneuranie* elea»nts and hare been naated aeptuniunt plutonita,
•Bsricimi, and curium, in order up to atomic auaber 96 of the heaviest
eas 80 far observed.
Zn a laore detailed investigation of the prodacts of neutron
btmbarded uraniua, activities were found in baxdua and lani^hasoa type
precipitates by Hahn, and I. Curie. Shese results did not gibe with
tlM assuooptioi^ o^ eacisteaoe of any transuranic elements. IHirther tests
revealed ^lat radioactive barium and lanthanum were actually px^seat,
not other diemieally similar elemeats. !I^s meant that by seme uakaewa
process elrawnts far roMved in the periodic table from tiM target

fh* Hael«ar Tissioa Process (11)
•iMMst vere being produced. All previous vozk with nuclear trans-
formations had yielded products one or two places to the ri^t or left
of the original eleaeat in the periodic chart. Hahn and Strassmana
found aaong the radiftaetlTlties ohserred one of krypton of atomic aoa-
"ber 36* When this is oostMned vith the at<Haie aanher of hariujn, 36.
92 is obtained eorrespoadlsg to the at(»Bie nusher of uranium. Heluctant
*te contradict the prerious lessons in nuclear physics" they yet ad'
anced the idea that fission of ^e uraniuza nucleus into two parts of
•Mgparahle mass had occurred.
A* soon as the ice was broken* confirming testa and reinter-
pretations of previous results were autde by a number of physicists.
She first publication by Hahn and Strass^iazxn had come on January l6» I939
Ia ^latorwissenschaften". ^ the end of February, over forty papers
appeared on uranium fission. The pheni»ienon attracted such wide interest
beeause of the extmasly large amount of energy released from the fission
of each nucleus.
Observation of a large momber of fission particles and their
energy was liiade by McMillan, Hafstad, ]>mning, and others, using foil
penetration, lonisation chamber, and cloud chamber tracks as a means
•f measuring energy. Compilation of results showed that the nomber of
particles in a particular WDBTSf interval reached a mazimam at twe
points, one at Sk M.S. 7. and the other at 97 ^'^.^.V. This correlated
with probabili^ theory on the splitting of a flaall mass into two parts.
Division into two equal parts would occur rarely. ^The sum of the energies
of the two maxi-aa Is I6I M.B.T.

n» laelear Fission Process (12)
KeniMnwor aads * ssasitiTa oaloriaetrie deterainfttlon of the
total a,Tera^e energy- p«r fissioa. He conoludAd tliat the total energy
prodneed hy a tirsiaiua fission vme about 183 H.B.T. This aajr he compared
with the 2 to 3 electron rolts released per molecule of eombustioa
prectaet forasd in ordinary haming. For a sore praetieal exaaple^ one
pooad of Vr^-^ eeatains 11.6x10^3 nuclei; an average energy release of
185 K.S.V. per particle gives
:
(11.6x10^^) (185 M.ILT.) « 2.li^Kl0^.B.Y. « 3U.H xlO^^^rgs
tnmref release per Ih. « 9*5^*000 kilowatt hours
6
From Cozk*s "Tahle of Isotopes* the natural isotopes of
uranium are 23U (0.006^), 235 (0.71^) » 238 (99.2g5b). Hier and IDuaniBg*
at Columbiat deoonstrated in 19^0 that 17 ^-^ would fission 1^ slov neatimi
eapture. 3!o produce this thersal iMutron induced fission a rerj large
prohahility of fission for a given neutron density icas ohserred. To pro-
238
duce fissioa in a tJ *' nucleus a neutron energy of at least I.5 M.B.T.
is rec[ulrsd and the prohahility of the fission occurring is small.
XheriVB and protoactiniua vill undergo fission, hut again neutrons of
hi^ energies, 1.1 M.E.T. and 1.0 H.B.T. , are inquired.
When it was known that thermal neutrons would induce fissi«s
ia 9^^, it heeaaa of iaterest to find if any slow neutrons resulted,
from the reaction. This would permit a mstained energy release pro-
Tided only that u -^^ nuclei were ia the nei^borhood to absorb any
neutrons produced. Boherts and his atssoeiates' showed that fr<u& one to

flM ItteleaT Flssioa Process (I3)
%hT— BumtrvMi ii«7« —% free at fission of a uraninn bxicIstis. Shis is
rsasonabla ^ea the followiag reaction is considered:
fbm kMrriest natural isotope of palladitua has an at<mic aass mimber ef
110» TlMTeioTet it vould te expected that the prodnet ancleus votild la*
hii^ily unstable and would tend to%#ard a stable state by emission of
neatrons, beta particles, or both. In addition to the neatrone glTen
off daring boabardaent, a delajed neutron emission was obserred. %•
neutrons emitted at fission vere not of thermal energjr, as expected, bat
ef energies on the order of 1 M.S. 7. !Phe conditions found to exist were
still favorable for the chain reaction to take place prodded the eaitted
Beaireas were absorbed bgr fission processes.
Trss Mastein*s equation for the conTersion of mass to energr,
the waergsr released bgr the division of a nucleus into saaller parts aaj
W eoq^ressed as
^1 « (M^ -£m^) 0*
lAtere M^ is the mass of the original nucleus, M. are the a^ses of the
o X
product fragments, e is the velocity of li^t expressed in the saae qretea
ef xuits as the utsses. This expression would provide a si^aple way of
calculating the energy release from a uraniuai fission were it net for the
fact that the product nuclei are so unstable that no aeasareaents of
their Basses have been obtained. (See previous exaaple of uraniua to

TkM Hticloar Tlssioa ProoBss ilk)
palladium fission.) This instability is occasioned by the abnorsal
ratio of m«^s to charge formed Icty the dirision of a heavy noeleos into
two parts of comparable size.
&as6v has obtained a s««i'>ea^irical expression for the differeafO*
in MISS neglocting energy fluctuations doe tc odd-eren alternations of
atoaie mass and musber, and the finer details of nuclear bindingt
ass ehaaee • g^ " g ^ « | Bj^ (Z - Zj^)
2 « tikaxgt aonber of fraeaent
2A « quantity ^ieh in general is not an integer and
Bay be found in ITable 1
A « MiSses of nuclei X
B V a ^swiitity obtained froa Table 1 ^ich is not
deteminable \^ ezperiiMntal awaBS.

tkm lael«ar Pissioa Process (13)
fa\)le 1
J- 8
T&luos of Z - B., o •siinatdd for yarlous ralues ofAAA
nuel«ar nats A. B. aad d. are in million electron volts,A A
A in atonic mass units, Z in tmits of charge.
A
*A h <f.
50 23.0 3.5 2.8
60 27.5 3.3 2.8
70 3X-2 2.5 2.7
80 35-0 2.2 2.7
90 39.H 2.0 2.7
100 2.0 2.6
110 H7.7 1.7 2.H
IPO 50.8 1.5 2.1
130 53.9 1.3 1.9
l^K) 58.0 1.2 1.8
150 62.5 1.2 1.5
160 65.H 1.1 1.3
170 69.1 1.1 1.2
180 72.9 1.0 1.2
190 7S.k 1.0 1.1
200 80.0 0.95 1.1
210 83.5 0.92 1.1





The Taloe of B. 0*7 he obtained in the following manner.
first it is assumed that the energies of nuclei with a mass A will TaX7
approzistately with charge Z as giren below:
•neror «' ^^C^ « «. | B» (Z - | A)» + (Z - | A) (M - M )
N. A AZ* 2 z Pn
^ +3 2* e»/5r A^^^

fh» Huelear Fission Process (l6)
Tb« first term is constant, the second term gires the c«siparatiTe aasses
of the yarioac isotars (nuclei of eciixal Bass 'bat different charge)
neglecting the influence of the difference (^- " H^) of the totnl proton
and neutx^>n aasses, tdiieh is included in the third tern, and of the pore
eleotrostatic energy given by the fourth term. Tiat syabol e is the unit
of charge, it equals the charge of the electron. In the last tera the
assumption is sade that the effeetire radius of the nucleus is equal to
r^ A ''^, \^ere the Talue of r^ is approximately l.USXlo "^ from the
theory of al]cdia ray disintegration. Combining the relative oass Talues
froa &aaov*8 equation end the one above:
•^ O
It is possible to estiaate the maiis of the nucleus of charge Z
aad BMkSs number A on the above basis with the help of the packing
fraction of the known nuclei:
> if A odd
+ «! J^ if A even Z odd
lAere M^^ <. is the aass of a nucleus of atosde nuaber Z and mass nuabor A;
f is the average value of packing fraction over a snail region of atoaio
weights. The last tera corrects for the typical variation in binding
energy aaong nuclei accordizxg to the odd or even character of their
neutron and proton numbers.

The Hoclear fission Process (ij)
loT lover Basses it is obtained by eonsideratioa of the eaergjr
release involved ia beta ray «Bissioa or absorption by a nueleos:
•• if A odd
Z - Zj^l - i / - <f^ if A even Z eren
+ ^ if k even Z odd
This eqiiatio&t obtained from the prerious one for noelear sass, peradts
estiaation of d by an ezajsination of the stability of isobars of eren
nuclei. If an «ven<-eTen nucleus is ^teis^ then (f. is greater than the
first term in the equation, and oonTereel^r if the nucleus is unstable.
For nuclei of mediua Basses <f^ is bracketed quite elosely. 7or the
region of very hi^ atoaio aasses, cf can be estinated directly froB
the difference in energy release of successive beta ray traiuiforBations
such as:
90 91 92
« 228 P 228 P ^ 228
88^ -^89^ -^90^
TroB the foregoing, usizkg available laeasureawits of imel^tx
ises, estiaates were obtained by Bohr for tihe energy release ob
division of a nucleus into two approximately equal parts for various
elMsents. He calculated that U^38, Qpon ab8on>tion of a Bsatron and
fission into palladium, would give up 200 M.B.V. at fission aad about
31 M.S.T. additional could be obtained from the unstable palladiiai Boelei,
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This diMSsM quite ytell with prerioasly mentioned ezperiaffifttal Tal«Mi of
185 " 190 M.E.Y. fission enersr release.
A further interesting result of Bohr's oalculations is that
if nuclei hreak into nore than tvo coasparahle parts, a process as yet
wdai0vn» in aaagr eases ^ere voold he an aocompanying energy release.
Iticlei ef nass Msoiher greater than 110 hreak into three parte exotheraally.
If araninm hreaks into three parts the fission energy release would he
•lightly higher than on norsal fission, for four %ny division the energy
output decreases to about I30 M.S.?. '-^he energy fVirther declines vith
higher diyision until the reaction heaeww endothemic liy the tise
fifteen-«ny dirision is reached.
Kuclei are «Mrgetieally stahle with respect to division Iwlow
atonic lutsses of one hundred; that is, they al»eor1> Miefgy in the fission
process. 7or higher iMtsses instability sets in prisMurily beeiOMe the
decrease in electrostatic energy associated with the separation overcMsi-
p«E«&t«s the dssaturation of ^ert rangs forees consequent on the greater
ffspoeed Buolear surface.
^e energy output inrolTod on fission of the unstable Vl^^^
aaeleiui into two fraipeents of aay giren charge and laass nmabers is
BMorly a fflaxiataa for a long range of product masses. However, for
a given fragment sise (mass) there is only a small ran^ of charge
snabers corresponding to an energy release nesx the wartawm value. It
has been found that the laost favorable division of uranium, from an energy
point of view, produces fragments separated from their corresponding
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Bta'ble mxclei \^ an aaouat ttqulT&la&t to the eheixge in nuclear charge
aasoeiated with the Mdssion of from three to six heta particles. %e
aoMuxt of energjr released in beta ray transfomr.:,lons following fission,
S . Bay he estiiaated from the equation given ahove vith the aid of
Table 1.
She ttMount of energy available for beta ray eaission froa
typical product nuclei doesn't conflict vith the stability of these
BOAlei to spontaneotts neutron emission. This may be seen from the faet
that the energy change aeeMtpanyliig an increase of nuclear charge bgr one
unit is tiie differezice betveen the binding energy of a neutron and a
proton, plus the mass disorepanoy betveen a proton and a neutron.
She binding energy of a neutron in typicsLl unstable product nuclei in
the region of greatest energy release can be estimated, from the last
equation for nuclear mass abore, and gives from ^,2 to 6.^^ H.£.7. for
the natural isotopes of uranium in fission form, for certain reactions
•aeh as
>^-*"-^ ,^'
52 53 ' 5H
She vnoTsr releasable by beta ray transformations is greater than the
neutron binding energy. It vill be shovn later that this offers
a reasonable escplanatlon for the delayed neutron emission aocenpenyiae
the fission process.

Thm HtLclear 7l8fllo& Process (20)
The Itigtild Prop koBlosr of the Kooleas
Site biia1«U8 -ponmmtnmn forces not electrical or aag&etic ia
nature ^ioh are best understood by likening them to the cohesire and
surface tenslaa forces in a liquid droplet. In order to obtain a workable
•thod of handling noelear ji^bmaamama., Bdhr and Vheeler made an analysis
of the fission process using the mechanics of a liquid droplet as a basis.
Vhile not cosrpletely accurate, it is gezierally conceded to be the best
^st«B available to date for describing the state of the nucleus as it
UB&srgoes the fission reaeti^t, or is influenced bgr neutrons in assoei-
ated reactions.
% predieatioa of a liopiid drop model of the nucleus, the ex-
citation energr oust be expected to ^ve rise to imdes of notion of the
aadear siatter similar to the oscillations of a fluid sphere undjsr
the influence of surface tension. The high nuclear charge of the heavy
nuclei, however, will counteract to a large extent the restoring forces
due to the short range attractions responsible for the surface tension
of nuclear matter.
The possibility of quantum mechanical tunnel effects is of
interest in a consideration of nuclear stability. !?hsy make it possible
for a nucleus to divide even in its stable groond state by allowing
passage of a fragment through a portion of configuration apace ^ere
classically the kinetic energy is negative. This corresponds to the
varying value of the magaitmde of the potential barrier, mentioned
earlier, as oosipared to the fixed average value, ^e importance of this
effect is taken into account by investigating the stability of a nucleus
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far Mall defonaations as well as for ones large enough that fissioa
Ba7 he expected actually to occur.
7ak» a nmll arhitrarj defoniatloa of the liquid drop analogous
to the aaelsae naeh that the distance from the center to an arhitrary
point on the surface with eolatitade 6 Is changed from its original
ralue H to the ralue
r(e) « b[i * cL^-i- o^^ PgCcos e) + <^3 P^(coseK..J
idiere the alpha's are small quemtities. ^en Bohr shows that the sun
of the surface and electrostatic energies of tiie droplet has increased
Ut
r * "
+ (n - 1) (n + 2) *^n +•••
a
10<^-5
» * * * I.
5(n-.l)oL*
(2n+l)*
fr<MB the ground state ralue if the assumption is aads of aa incosrpressihle
lictuid drop of TOli
(^f - {¥) O
haying surface tension and uniformly- electrified to a (diarge Ze.
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Ths oosffieients ofoc^ in ths two tsrsM of the equation for distortion
energy saiqr ^ coabined to giTs:
BrrlojL [1 -/Zl\ feVlO^ijA^^ cjl
%^ieh gives a liaiting ralue of 2|^ as the bracketed tera tends to xero of
\ MiHitin^ ^ 3
;
initing
B^osd this limiti2ig value of the ratio of charge noaher
Squared to siasa zmaiher the nucleus is so longer stable for even the
simplest deformations.
SoMsrieal solution of the above may be laade with the help of
feenberg*s inrestigations.^ He found that for best agreement %rith
B«ihe*8 semi-esipirieal foraaalat and experimental results:
Tq ^ l.UxlO"^^ cm.
«id UTTrJ ^lUM.X.?.
ThSA a limiting value of Z^/a is found which la about IJ-^ greater than
the ratio (92)*/23S fox^aniua 23S. From this it is concluded that
the heavy nuclei such as uranium imd thorium are quite near the limit
ef stability beyond whidi it is impossible for a nucleus to exist.
This limit is the point where exact balance is obtained between the
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•laetrostatie foroes of repolsion and the ahort range nuclear attractlTe
forces. It must "be rea«nl>ered that the Talue of this limit is hased ea
••i-empirleal and indirect detenaix^tions of surface esergjr to electro-
static «aerg7 x^tio.
!nxe nuclei Just under the limiting ratio of charge to aass
are stahle with respect to rery raall deformations. Larger dsfornatioAS
,
hoversr, vill tip the 'balaaee in favor of the long range repulsions as
•gainst the short range forces responsihle for surface tension. Thus
it vill he possible for a suitably deforced nucleus to divide epe»-
taneously.
%e critical conforaatioa of the droplet on the verge of fission
is of interest. The drop will then possess a shape oorrespondii^ to
unstable equllibriua and will require an aaount of vorkjthat vanishes la
first order terms to produce an infinitesimal displaoeawnt . (See Fig.l).
Bohr covers this point in acre detail by considering the sur-
face obtained from plotting the potential energy of an arbitrary dis-
tortion as a function of the parameters %dilch specify its luigaituds mad
fern. Then the potential ^wrrier hindering fission may be o^apared to
a mountain pass running between valleys of potential. The dsforaatioa
parameters coz>responding to the saddle point, or higb point of the
pass, give the critical form of the drop. They also give the potential
energy required for this distortion, vhich equals the critical energy
for fission Sc. •
Consider a continuous change in shape of a droplet from the
stable sphere to two spheres of half the volume at infinitesiaial






Th« upper part of the figure shovs saell liquid drop deformatious
uliieh give ohAraoteristic oscillations of the fluid about the spherical
fom of stable equilibrium erea idxen the droplet is unifonBly charged.
If the charge reaches the critical value of
/10 X surface* tension XTOlua«
the nucleus becomes unstable for even InfiniteBiaal deforsiatieM of
the type B s 2. A slightly snaller charge requires a finite deforaation
of type (a) to produce an unstable equilibriua form. !%« critical for*
changes vdth decireasing charge until the form (c) of t%fO uncharged
•jberes an infinitesimal distance apart is obtained for the liadtiag eaae,
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ssparation. 3hen» Isgr suitable dtoios of the sequAiuM of shapes, the
oritioal energy- for fission is the lowest Taltie obtainable for the
energjr required to lead from one configoration to another. ?or
a saeleos of giren <diarge and bmlss number , it can be shown dimeasioaallj
that the critical deformation energy ean be considered the product of
the surfaos easqgr and a disensionless foziction of the eharg^HSMS
mmber ratio. Bohr obtains:
idiere 5^ can be detemiaed if tiie shape of the nxicleus in the critical
state is known. This is defined hy the equation for a surface in
equilibrium under the action of surface tension, 0, and a system of
fteluae forces represented bgr a potential , with k the total nonaal
currature of the surface:
k ^ s constant
The praictieal solution of this equation for large deformations is
eactreaely difficult. Therefore*the critical surface and diaensionless
function are aolred only for the special case that follows.
If the ToluM potential term ^ vanishes the currature of the
VBStable equilibrium surface deceases a constant. This means that tb»
drop is divided into two spheres, since that is the only ease of
constant curvature unstable equilibrium. If there are no eleetrostatio
foroes to aid fission, the critical energy for fission into two
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particles vill equal the work done to oreroome surface tensioB ia the
separation:
V « 2 H/nr^ (a/2)^^^ - UTTr* A^/3
then f (0) « 2^5 - 1 « 0.260
If the charge of the droplet is not zero, Imt still snail,
the critical shc^e is act ameh dlffereat froei tiiiat of two spheres ia
matast. ietually, there exists oaly a narrow ae(dc of fluid ooaneotiag
the two portioiw (see Tig. Ih) of radios r^ so as to giro e€[Uilihriiai.
for a first approxisaatioas
2-rr^ - (Ze/2)* / [k r* (^2)^^^]
^ j}^^ . 0.66 (2*/A) / (Z«/A) ii^,i^
er
Siaee the connecting fluid produces a second order change in energy,
the critical energy for fission is calculated to the first order in
eharge-sass ratio. Shea it is oaly necessary to eoapare the sua of
surface and electrostatic energy for two s^dlterieal nuclei in contact
with each other. For this Bohr ohtains:
B^ « 2 [HTTr* (V2)2/3 J - h-Trl A^^
2 [3 (Ze/2)* / 5 1-0 (V2)^/3j
(Ze/2)' / 2 ro (a/2)^/3 . 3(2.)* / 5,^ j}/3
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X . (Z»M) / (Z^A) « ^<^uutffl)'lioltlag
^Q ^ g^rfaoa tea»ioa >cT©l«a«
then. If X It a MBall qoaatltyt
\ ^ f(x) « 0.260 - 0.215 X
IV>r tli« eas« of greai«<tiasediate Interest, alcnents of
mj high atomic wei^t, only a snail deformatloa from spherical foxa
Is aeeded to reach the critiesLL state "because the ralue of Z'^/x is
near the stable linit. The e^ftuition for S on page 21 glYes %3m
potential energjr needed for an iafiniteslioal distortion as Ixiereasiag
with the sqtiare of the amplitude of deforaation. To find a deferBatioa
corresponding to a ouzima Talue of potential energy, a aore precise
sthod of calculation is needed.
3ohr and Wheeler presented an equation ° tor distortion
10
•sergy the ralidlty of which is nov seriously questioned. farther
refinements in theory of the liquid drop analogy are eo^ected to he
released for publication in the near future. The difficulty in eV-
taialng a solution is due to the faet ttiat at least four aod^ ef
nuclear motion weutt he taken into account; in addition, coupling
effects between various haznonies of appreciable anplitudes hecf
a decided influence on the results, i^y considering the two limiting;
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Taluea of eritieal flsAion eaei^ obtained, hov»Ter» they did g«t
m Mol-eBpirical expression for critical values in, terms of xt
^f - f(x) « 9S (1 - x)^ / 135 - 11568 (1 - x)^ / 3HU25
vith X defined as above. Vith this as a basis an estiaate vas aads
for critical fission energy of uranium 23B equal to 6 M.S. 7. ffae aost
reliable a3q>eriaental evidence indicates a value of from 1 to 1,5 H.X.T.
FroB a practical point of view tlie fission process is
irreversible. If the fission product nuclei are iaa^ned to be
toward each other without loss of energy, the electrostatic repalsi<m
between the two nuclei will ordinarily prevent contact. !She only
chance for reunion of the particles would be for then to come together
distorted in the saate Banner as at the instant of fission, «ad with
the distortions so oriented that the two sturfaoes would touch at se««
point before tiie repulsive forces became too great. Sie union %iould
also have to take place before ai^ further disintegration of the
prodoct nuclei occurred. IQiis extrenely short tine interval* together
with the other conditions aakes probability of reaiiion eactreoely saall.
7ission Produced hjr Vernal Neutrons
A asBber of obserrers have irradiated natural ursnium with
ttentttl neutrons and fovuid a great veolety of radioactive periods
arising from the fission products. %e fission cross-section for
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natural uz>a2iiQB to thsraaX neutrons is "bet^iosn 2 and 3 x 10"^^ oa*
»
11
or about tviea the cross-section for radiatlTe eegpture. Hier foui^
235
Uiat the cross-section of U -^-^ for fission absorption of thermal
BRitrons is about I4OO X 10 '^^ ea. If this is considered in proportion
te the fldiount of Xi^^ present in natur&l uranina, l/l^, it is seen
tiiat fission with themial neutrons is carried cut almost oonpletely
"bf U^35 alone. Further it is noted that by x^ason of the unusually
hi^ cross-seetion for fission of the rare isotope, the thermal fission
process should be quite efficient.
In proflulgating an efficient chain reaction the basic preblm
is to slow the fission produced neutrons to an ssurrgy whie^ will
produce farther fissions effeetirely without losing the neutrons in
the diBceleration process.

Chapter II: 'She Chain Eeaotion Pile (30)
7h«r« are sereral mys in idiich the nuclear fission prooees
BBT* he eastalned. The most important of these for general applications
is the chain reaction pile. One feature of paramennt iioportanee is that
the pile can sustain the fission process %rith dilute fissionable
materials, thus eliminating costly an& time consuming sepaz^tlon
and concentration of pure fissionable materieuLs from natural soxurees.
The purpose of operation of the pile may be either for pover pro-
duction, transformation of elements, or both.
1!hB physical construction of the pile involres the proper
arraafeswnt of four conponents. The first is the fissionable material.
K«st is the moderator, vhioh is a substance for controlling the speod
of fission produced neutrons in such a manner that the reaction will
be reproduced. Third, the anxiliaiy materials aeeessazy to mechanical
operation. Last, and not absolutely necessary in all oases» the
eoolant for remoTctl of heat geneirated by the reaetlon. If the pile
is operated at a low lerel of power output the heat produced is
dissipated satisfactorily without assistance. Sach of these basie
units of pile construction will be gone into with more detail below.
On the basis of present knowledge* easj elemmt ef atemie
nmber equal or greater than 90 presents definite possibilities for
oee im a aelf-sustained fission process. This riew was first adfmaeed
by Bohr and Wheeler in their eonsiderig^tion of anelear stability based
om the liquid drop tfualegy to the nucleus, girea prerlously. The most
lq;>ortant of the elements, howeyer, are uranium and plutonium. these
may be used in the form of purified ore (oxide); the pure element in
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its aaturalXy occurriae olztore of isotopes; or the pure •Irawnt with
a&dbsd cuBOUxxts of th9 fissionable Isotope, this last applying to the
235
oase of natural araaiua with added eaoonts of U .
Xhe am^reas eaitted V the fission reaction possess energies
WCL the order of 1 million electron volts. Fission absorption is most
likely for nusatrons with energies aronnd 1 electron yolt or less*
tbM minlnKai er eritical energy for fission of u is about O.03
electron TOlts. i'hos it is seen that the fast neutrons istist be con-
siderably decelerated for effectire utilization. The most convenient
vay to do this is to proride a Bamber of particles of approxinately
the saB» aais as the neutron so that the neutron vill undergo a noaber
of collisions inTolTlng a aaziaBai loss of aomentua at Bttdx iopaet.
The particles in question axe provided by the nuclei of the light
•I«s«ftts. ^^hus hydr^s^n, helium, d6uteriuBi» beryllium, and earbea.
are i^od possibilities, the pare substance, or a saitable chonical
compound of it may be tised. One paa*ticularly isiportant point that
Bost not be overlooked in selection of a moderating material, is the
possibility that it tagf absorb neutrons to a considerable extent anA
thus make them umavailable for sustaining the chain reaction. Such
•Ismants as lithivA and boron are ruled out on this aecmint*
ifec&amieal feattires of pile construction present another set
of criteria for iMderator selection. Helium, for instance, satisfies
the basic requirements very well. Unfortunately, it is one of the
permanent gases and forms no oompounds. vDherefore, its use is oo^pli-
cated by the neeesslty of having an absolutely gas ti^t cohtelner.
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Beuteri\3Bt and hydrogcia arc also good aoderators, iMit tksir uaual co»-
pouads raporize at fairly lov teaq^ratures and the problea of gas
tig^t construetion la ngikin prs««it. Bexylllsai wum to be satiefastory
i& wrerj way except onet at present, quantities of it in the pieure
form are tuK>btainable. Carbon ia. the fom of graphite has been Munb-
factured for sose tine in grades of relatiyely high pxirity. It «as
BOt too difficult a task to ext«id existing equipetsat and nethods to
produce grai^ite of the parity required (99t9^) 'or pile oonstroetion*
This last, coupled with faTorable pl^sioal properties, led to the use
•f eraphite in most ef the piles made in this country during the war.
^e category of aaxillary materials includes the uranism
easings, coolant tubes, control rods, and impurities, fo facilitate
handlizig, the uraniua aust be eaoased in some loaterial witfcfia rerj
saall neutron absorption iendsax^. In addition, the laaterial nut be
«aM eapable of esuiy forming and shaping. She sasw requirements apply
to the duets for conducting the cooling sedium throu^ the pile,
lluainua has been fouad to be -very satisfactory for both pusrposes.
The control rods are present to proride a neans of controlling the
speed of reaction in the pile. Ihey accomplish this liy absorbing
Bsutrons that would otherwise go to proiaote the fission reaetioa*
The rate of absorption is gorerxwd b7 pushing the rods faorther into
the pile or pulling thea out. ^Por this use a aaterial with a hi^
neutron absorption cross-section for a wide range of aeutron energies
is needed. Cadaiua or boron steel are coamonly used, althou^ there
are other x>o88ibilities such as lithiuja. Ixopurities are always
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prssent to smm •xt«&t. A great doal of effort is reQ(air»d to keep tiffin &t
actreanely low percentages. Sspeeial attention Bost be paid to eliMaation
of forei^ Baterials.with high absorption croas-seetions. It nay "be
pointed out here that the fission process prodnees ii^puritiss of its own
bgr reason of the fact that most of the knoim eleiMnts are included in
tJ&e end products of fission. Maaj of these have a poisoning effect on
tlM reaction, Therefore, the effeetire operating time of a pile betwswB.
ehaages of uranium rods is governed hjr the rate of iaqpuri^ fonsation.
To increase operating tiae for a given pile, the initial amount of
impurities present mast he reduced.
(doling of a pile may either he carried out as such, or tritk
tiie purpose in mind of utilisation of the iresultant heat energy. In
either case, a heat transfer medium is required which vill mot interfere
with the reaction going on. Water, and air, are both veil suited to
this purpose. There is also a possibility that mercury could be used.
Xt has been suggested that bismoth, or other lov melting point metals
of lov absorptive crose^seetion, eould be used.
Pile Theoty :
Just a few months ago Fermi* s development of ^Klementary ^eery
of the Chainoleacting Pile' was released tttm seourity restrietlOBS and
12
published . This section is a presentation of his basic theory to-
gother vith pertinent information from other sonreee.
?or present purposes ttfo basic nuclear ireaetions are of interest*
One is the absorption of a neutron by a uranium nucleus producing
# critically deformed nucleus \diieh divides into tvo rou^ly equal parts.
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the fiocion process. 3!he other iniport&nt reaetioa is the aheorptloa
h7 the xmcleue of aeutrons of definite energy lerels usually prodGUsisg
nujolei radioactiTely unstable vith respect to beta rsy transforBatieas.
Jai example of this last follovs.
/33
^ ,1
_, ^39 ^ ^^^ ^^3S
92 o 92 93 9H
This last type of reaetioa is ealled resonance absorption of the neutron
because the zmoleus vill only accept neutrons with these results yih.Ba.
the mi»rgf of the neutron is such as to be in resonance with existing
aode of vibration of the aueleus. One of the aost important applicatioas
of pile theory is the fact that it shows ways of minioizing the ua>
desirable resonance absorption process, and nuiximiBiag the intensity
of fission reactions.
There are three general energy intervals for seutz>oas, idiid^
are designated as follows. Fast neutrons are tiiose eaitted at fissioa
with energies of a few aillion electron volts. Femi limits this class
te energies above the critical energy for fission of uranium 23S i^idi
is about 1.5 H.5.T. Spithermal neutrons have energies less than the
critical value above and greater than thers^ neutrons, whose energies
are on the order of a few electron volts or less. The energies of
thermal neutrons approach 3/2 k^^orreaponding to the euM'gy o' *
particle in theiraal equilibrium vith its surroundings, t^iere k is the
Boltsmann gas constant per particle, I.37 xio"^^ ergs per degree 0.,
and T is the temperature on the absolute Kelvin scale.
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The Bost pro'bable occu7r«noe \dion fast neutrons pats throo^
natural iiraniua Is that fission of U^^° will take place. There is a
saaller« but still appreciable, amount of resonance absorption. Vh«i
the neutrons are in the epi thermal energy range the most probable
process is resonance absorption. The cross-seotion for resonance
absorption is an irregular ftinotlon of the ensqgf of the neutron, and
has a large susiber of absorption aaxisa. %^e resonance absorption
effect 'bec<»ws serious at neutron energies of less than 10 K.l<:.7. and
increases >rith decreasing neutron Telocity. Both fission and resoziance
absorptions are ioportant phenoaena in the thermal energy range. In
this region the eross-'sections for both reactions rary vith tiie reci]^ro-
«al of Telocity in about the saae way. Therefore, the relative importance
of the two processes is iniependmt of neutron energy. Fortunately, the
cross-section for fission is larger than that for resonance absorption.
!&«& a fission takes place, an average soaber V of neutrons
is saltted with a continuous energy distribution on the order of 1 M.S. 7.
If V\ is the average aapber of amtrons emitted >dien a theroal neatron
is absorbed by uraninm, then Vy differs fron V beeanse only a fraction
of the thermal neutrons absorbed hy uraniua leads to fission. A first
approziaiation is:
V\ - V ^f
t V
where cr^ and <s~ are the cross-sections for fission and resooanoe
* r
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absorption respeotirely. This does not indued leakai^ of nmtrons
£01 sjatsos of finite sice.
Let the diseussioa be limited for the present to tystese of
practioall7 infinite sixe. If P is the probability that a fast neutron
is ultimately absorbed by fissi<m, then the areraee aeoiber of neutrons
produced Tsy one original neutron it)
k « P V
k is usoally called the reprodaction factor of the ^sten, Tor a
reaotion to be self-«u8taining, it is seen that k must be equal to or
grwtter than 1. Thii can always be aehiered if the pile is large
enough and conditions on impnirities are met.
The actual evaluation ef the reproduction factor requires
aalculation of the pirobabilitlee for rarious events in the different
«kergy intervals. The fondasental considerations for practical
calculation follov.
The probability of fission before deceleration for a very
saall Ixaip of uranium, is given by
idiere (T. is the avera^ value of the fission cross-seetion for fast
aeutrons. 1^ is the concentration of uranium atoms in the lump* aaA
d is the distance that a neutron produced in the lump laoet travel
before reaching the surface ef the lump. Lump size is limited for
this expression because the effects of multiple collision, elastic
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and inelastic seatteriag 1)900816 important for larg«r lunps. Inelastic
•e&ttering is eepeeially is^ortant becanse it slowfljthe neutrons to
energies at idiich they are easil7 absorbed t^ the resonance process.
^e great majority- of neutrons are not absorbed "by fast fission*
bat go on to lose energy r«gpidly due atostly to collision idth carbon
noelei. It takes about 110 collisions vith graphite for a neutron to
be deeel^rated from 1 M.£«T. te 0.02^ electron rolt* the ainimoa energy
235
for 17 fission. Dorixic the deceleration the neutron may be absorbed
in uranium Isy the resonance process. For a single uranium aXom ia
a graidiite medium in the presence of decelerating fast neutrons goias
Wvard thersoal energies, the probability per unit time for resonance
absorption of an epithermal neutron is
' 0.158 J S
vhare q is the anmber of fast neutrons entering the i^st^i per unit
time per unit TOlume; A is the collision mean free path of these neutrons
in the medium. ^(1) is the cross-section for resonance absorption
written as a function of aisutron energy. This is naeessery because
Uie resonance absorption phenomenon is not continuocM with energy
distribution, but tekes place at a nomber of Q>eeifie energies, ^e
limits of integration are from Just abore thermal energy to the arere^
energy of fissiea amitrons. This foraul.<^ ie not applicable to lumps of
uranium, because of a very important self-screening effect ihioh reduces
%hm neutron flux inside the lump. ITherefore, the practical solution to

fh0 Chain BMetion Pile (38)
Xha probl«B is a dlroct msasuroPM&t of neutron absorption in uraniia
loiBps of Tarioos slses. !Eh«a« aeasurements hara Immbl mada* Tiut are
not aTailable for fublioation.
&rapliit« ha.* an appreciable absorption crosa-section for
tbarmal neataeons, therefore, its effect may no longer be ignored.
If a uniform Klxttire of carbon and uranium is considered, a thenaal
afHitron will have a probability of abaorptlon by uranium of:
t "u ''u ' ^ c c u u'
yAmrm H and H are the nnabers of carlion and uraaiiui atoms per unit
e u
v^lujte, and ^ and ^ are the absorption cross-sections for thersal
asutrons of carbon and uranita.
The density of theraal neutrons in a lattice distribution of
uranium in graidxite is net constant, ^ithin a lump of uranium the
thermal neutrons aire rapidly absorbed, thereby redueiitg the cumber
available. In addition, the density of uranium and carbon at(»&s Tariee
as a function of the three space coordinates. Therefor^* the solution
for a nou'^xomogeneous distribution of uranium in a moderator is con-
siderably more complicated. An approzlBiate result aiay be obtained by
introducing the arerage densities of thersial neutrons in graphite, and
uranium lumps, n^ and n^. The number of neutrons absorbed by each
material will be proportional to the product of the density of naclei,
the density of neutrons, and the absorptive cross-section. IThen the
following may be written:
P^ » ^^^\.
<^a^ H- <s:n.u ^^ ' «c "c"o

Hm C^aln Bttaetion Pile (39)
Thm average nemtron denaitles are either oeasored, or estimated Idj use
of diffU.slon theory. In the latter C€UM, aa approximatloix la made of
eubetltuting a sjAierioal cell of equal volume for the lattice cell and
applying the boundary condition that the rs^al deriTative of neutron
density Tanlehes at the surface of the cell. It la alee assuned that
the number of neutrons decelerated to thermal energies per unit tiae
and unit voluxae is constant in the graphite part of the cell. % using
these acppmcioatiOBS ?exsii obtained an equation, applieable to Miall
piles, for the probability of thermeil neutron absorption by uraaiua of:
- ^3) (^+ . . a^) (X i-^ )a -( ^^ s + s-c)e
idMre^ and /^ are the radii of the luaip and the cell respectively.
«slng the diffusion length in gz«{^ite as the unit of length.
QAit length « / ^^/3
«a<l • * > (1 r)
/T U « r)
T is the reflection coefficient of the luarp for theni«^ neutrons,
X is the collision mean free path for thermal neatrons in uranium,
A is the absorption mean free path.
One of the most iaperiaat factors in pile desiga is to minimise
the resonance absorption of neutrons by ixranium during the deceleration
period. In an homogeneous pile this effect may be redneed by deoreasiag

%km aaoont of oraniusi present. On the other hand, \AMn the aeatroas
have reached thermal Telocitlet the prohahlllty of ahsorption lay
oraaima is in the ratio of the absorptire eross-sectloas of earboa
and uraniiaa smltiplied igr the concentration of each eleaient. Seeraasiae
the nraniuie content of the pile thus decreases the possihilit^r of ulil-
aate fission ahsorptien. Tharefoare, as is iisual in dasiga, two oppo~
site requiroaanta anst be balanced to obtain an eptiaos s^rstsn*
If design is aot restricted to homogeneous mixtures a oore
favorable situation may be obtained 1^ the proper distribution of
the fissionable auiterial and the moderator. %i8 is possible beoanaa
of the following reasons. The resonance absorption of neutrons daring
dacaleration has yer;^ sharp cross-saction maxima. If the uranium ia
concentrated in the form of Icupa, the nuclei in the interior ulll ba
shielded from neutrons close to an absorption maxinna ty the thin
outer layer of ureniua. %a nautrons hitting the outer layer of uraaiua
will either be absorbed without fission (epithenoal neutrons}* daealarated
considerably by inelastic collision, or deflected with little loss ia
«aargy by elastic collision. In this way the interior aaelei are sub->
Jacted to a much lass intense stream of apitheraal aaatraaa aad, tbava-
fore, the oTsrall jHrobability for rasonanoe abaorption is rednead.
a counter<*balancing factor is th^t lump distribution also radoeas the
thermal neutron density inside the lump.
It can be expected theoretically, and has bean shown, that up
%a a certain sise of lump the gain from reducing resonance loss OTer-
bal«uikeas considerably the loss by lesser absorptioa in the thermal range.

TiM GhaiA B^aatioa Plla {hi)
In actual practice, typical pile structure ia a lattice of uranioa
luogps ia a grai^ite aediua. The cubic or spheroidal IxuQ) la the
ost efficient form, hut the acre oosuaohly used ia the Iftng, (^lindrieal
rod paaaing through the pile. Th» latter arraaseBeat la tteed beeauM
it has decided practical advaatagea. ^irst aad foremost ia that it ia
oeh easier to slide the roda out of the pile than it ia to diaoaatle
the pile to get at the lujapa distributed in the interior. ThB operation
ast be done by machinery in either case, and has to be done fairly
frecjaently to decontaainate the uranium. The rod type conatruotioa
alae permits a more farorable heat r«aoT&l situation by permitting
the coolant to be circulated only about the soureea of heat production,
thm aaaaes of fissionable aaterial.
A taj)le from data giren by Fermi is shown below to gi-re seas
typical figures for the probabilities of the Tarious absoirptioa



















7he ChaiA B«aetlon Pile (Us)
H • as defined above, is the arerage mxn'ber of neutrons eaitted
iriMn a theraal neutron is absorbed by uraniua. The reproduction
factor for this ezaaple will be:
k « 0.06 0.77 h.
Y\ anuit be greater than 1.22 for this pile to hare a reproduction
factor greater than one.
In a lattice containing a Isurge number of cells, the denslty
of nwitrons of a particular ener^ is a function of the position la
the lattice. A first approxiiaation description of such a systea may
be aade by substituting an equiralent ho—
g
eaeous form instead of the
actual non-homogeneous one. The problem is then simplified by sub-
stituting arerage actual yalues for neutron densities oyer the TOluae
•f the cell.
Xiet Qj(x,y,K) be the nuaber of fast neutrons produced per
unit time and Toluae at each position in the lattice. Let <|(z,y»s)
be the number of theraal neutrons produced, by deceleration, per unit
tiae and volune at the position z,y,z. *q** is called the "dwaislty of
the nasc^it thermal neutrons'*, 1?he assumption is aade that if a fast
neutron la generated at a point, the probability of its becoainc
thextaal at a given place has a unifora distribution about the point
of origin. Justification for this is that the process of deceleration
consists of a great nuaber of free paths, v^ich should give an avera^
net distance travelled during deceleration to thermal velocities.
It has been found experimentally that the distribution curve of

1K» Cbala RMetloa PiU (H3)
nasoent theraal nsatrons arouad a point source is aore closely giTsa
\j aereral Gsussiaa earres with different raziges taken in the cos->
posits. ThiB actual foxvolas used are i^t arailable.
Z<et each fast neutron produce p thermal neutrons. For a
point source of thermal neutrons at the coordinate origin, vith
a strength 1» Fend gires the distribution ass
,-^/%/^/^^»
P«
The TBXis^a r , is about 35 cb. for graphite of dsnsity 1.6. The
d«nsi^ of ]taso«iit theraal neutrons at point P can be expressed ia
terss of (^ tqr aujsming all eontributisig izifiuiteeiaal sources
«
Q(P*)cLr** v^ere d)r* is the eleisent of volume around P* • Jm. ncpressioa
Bay then be found as follows:
U^') .-^'"'3/2,5 /^_,. -2ir'(P' -P)» /rS
The density of the thermal neutrons, zt(z»y,s), is related to q bgr the
equation:
( Ay/3) An ~ fn/A * q. ^
A is the collision aean free path of thenaal neutrons, t is their
elocity, and A is the aean free path for absorption in the mixture,
^e first term represents the increase in neutrons due to diffusion;

Th« Chain Eeafition J:"lie (UH)
tbm ftecoxuL* the loss of aeutrons dxte to &1»sorptloat and the third,
the effect of the natcent thermal neutrons
•
It was ehowii preriously that the aheorption of ther&al
neutrons in a lattiee is due Bostly to uranium. Thm absorptios mmaat
free path» A • in the above eauation is i^ieh Isss than the Talue for
purs graphite, A^. '^^ following relationship holds as a tint
approzii^tioiis
A. (1-Pt^A^
Actual Talues for uraaiua and graphite are on the order of yXi m*
,
aad 2*^00 c&. rsspsetirelj.
An arersgs agsuber V\ of fission neutrons is produced psr
IfeMrnsI neutron absorbed by uraniua. %e total nuaber of asv SMitrons
is slightly greater beeause of the small probability of fast fission.
Lst ^ >^ bs the total number of fast neutrons produced. Th» number
ef thermal neutrons absorbed per unit itme and toIqbs is tb/a •
The fraction P of this number is absorbed by uranium. Then the nMi
t
bsr of f£U3t neutirons produced is:
q« P^ €nTn/A + q
t o
The second term is the number of fast neutrons from any outside
sSnres, usually sero.
Taking the abore fundamental equations as a basis and isK
posing restrictions found from experimental evidence. Term! gires tKe

2k« Oh«l& Smafiti^tL Pil« (^)
reproduction factor for a pile of infinite size aet
6>|I*t • * eo
Xm flK aetiial pile the reproduction factor is close to that for aa
ixifinite pile because) the lattice is covered vith a neatroa reflecting
•obataaoe lAiich redueefi leakage to a great extent. Thus he ftirther
sii^lifies the formula liy eacperimeatal considLerations to give:
k * 1 + (3r»/a») (Av\/3'»- r^U)
Ihe critical side length **a*' of a cuhiceJL pile aay he ealoxtlated fr«i
this. Aseme Talues for a special lattice of A « 2.6 <m.
»
A - 350 cm. , Tq » 1200 ea. , k « I.06. Then the critical side is
38U cffi. , and the rolvoie 199 euhic meters. The values assnaed are
purely hypothetical, hat giro an idea of the order of magnitude of
a0tual cases. Practical oases are strongly dependent on details of
lattice dtructure.
An approxinate relati6nship can he ohtalned between tke
po%rer produced hy a pile and the intensity of thermal neatiDus
inside it. Rooghly 30^ of the neutirans produced la a pile lead to
fission, ilie energy release per fission is about 190 H.E.T. Th«&
the output is about 1.^2x10 ergs per neutron absorbed, fhe awber
of thermal neutrons absorbed per unit Toluae is td/a . Then the
approxijQate energy outxntt is:

Th0 Chain BMMtion Pile (^6)
(Wa) 1.52x10"^ » U.3^10"*7 yn ergs/cm.^ see.
Mwuaiag A ie 35O em.
Power is not produced uniformly throughout a pile heeause
u is a aajntrnm at the center and decreases to xero at the edge.
Yer as7 point in a pile* a is glren Igr Yemi as a f^isotion of the
space co-ordinates x,j,z; n » the dnaslty of neutrons at the center,
and '*a*'* the oritieal length of a side.
a « n^sin(^a[/a)sin(iry/a)sin(irx/a)
From this, 'fay integrating orer all tiie roluae of the pile* he ohtaias
and repression for power:
W « (8/7-3) H.3 X 10^7 n va3 a 1.1 x XO"^a«Ta?
**
7or a critical side of 38H ca.* as gir^i in the exaaple, the power is
W « 22 n ergs/see. If the operating power is ahout 1 kilowatt,
the flux of thersal neutrons at the center is approximately
(f _
nT « UxiO neutrons/cm. sec.

CSiapter III: flMloa Pov«red Jet SneixMS {k^)
Tbmr% are three ftuadanental types of jet englnee. Th9j
are the pulse-^t, as ezoBpllfied in the German T-l| the turbo-Jet,
ade faaous lay the Anqr't P-80 Shooting Stsr» and the raa-Jet» vhose
first successftd puhlio try-out was given l^ the Navy's 2uahle-Be«
project in the scuraer of 19U6. Th» polse-jat depends for its oper-
ation on an Intermittent homing process with pulsating production
of thrust. This type does not seea compatible with the steady energy
production of a nuclear fission source of power. IThe ran-Jet axA
torho-Jet, however, require a steady, high r»te of heat supply.
This would seea to au^lce these last two engines well suited for the
application of the treasadous aaounts of energy that can be released
hy the fission process.
In connection with the chain reaction pile discussed
previously, the possibility of another type of noolear reactor should
b« mentioned. This is the idea of having a greater than critical
ass of soae pure fissionable material and conducting irisat ai^t be
called a "controlled at(»ftic boab reaction*. The control would be
famished t/y having control rods, sisdlar to those in the pile,
placed in the U -^^ or plutoniua. ^Qiis would eliminate the treaendBffts
weight, around 100 tons, involved in the use of an ordinazy pile.
At first glance this scmis like a reasonable aj^lication for military
pourposes. The cost alone, at the present time, of a large aaK>uat of
pure fissionable material would make commercial use prohibitive.
Hhere is one very serious shortcoming to this scheme, namely, the
production of a BC<duuiiisa that could actuate the control rods properly

Tissioa Pow*r«d Jet i&iglzies (Us)
In & matter of mllll-eeeoade or lets.
The only known method of control of fission reactions is the
Bodifioation of neutron density Toy absorbers such as oadaitra. This
inTolves variation of the pbysioal depth of penetration of the control
substance in the reactor. In order to produce po%rer, the reproduction
factor of the reactor aust be at lecuit unity. As soon as the repro~
duction factor beeoaes rery slightly greater than one for a brief
interval* an atonic explosion results. Sren if a control aeehaniSM
were dereloped that could receire infonoation, monitor it, and actuate
the control rods in the saiall aaeunt of tise alleiNid» the rery slightest
nalfanotioning of the aeeheniwa ve|Lld result in an explosion of the
sise that devastated Hiroshima.
It is coaaonly stated that U^-^^ fission tends to be theraally
•table. This is based on experiioental evidence that the cross-section
for capture of neutrons deereasee vith increasing temperature of
uranium and vith increasing neutron velocity. In a reaction of the
type under consideration* the fission process is initiated by fast
neutrons and the t«aperature of the uraniua is already high for normal
operation. Under these conditions the first approxination relation-
ship for cross<>seetion variation no longer holds completely. Further-
more • a reduced cross-section merely means that the neutrons have
greater (^pporttinity for absorption Ijy other substances, sada. as are
]^«s«nt in a pile. In the ease of pure fissionable material, the
neutrons will still be absorbed by the fission process.

fission Powered Jet 3£aglne8 (^)
Trom the abOTe ooasiderations, the writer belieTes that
zmolear fission power sources of low wei^t near the critical sutss
of fissionahle material are not likelj in the near future. However
,
there is still a Terjr iogportant possihility to consider, that of
atilicatlon of a chain reaction pile type of heat source.
It has been shown at Hanford and other places that the
chain reaction pile can be operated effectively and with safety,
fhese units employ uranium in Its naturally occurring mixture of
isotopes, A acre effectire arrengeoent for potrer applications where
wei^t is a major consideration could be obtained by using natural
ttraaloa «turiohed with added In^^. A probable waTlwrnw of U^^^ for
safe operation mi^t be on the order of 10^ without risk of explosion. ^
Thus the orerall weight might be reduced to something in the aei^bor-
hood of 10-13 tons, proportional to the 100 ton approximation giren
for the first pile built in Chicago, ^ich contained about 6 l/4 tons<:
of natural uranium iMtal. This weight would be increased, however,
vhen air-^ieating ducts were inserted in the pile, thus reducing the
effectiTenees of the pile by wider separation of the elements of ths
chain-reaction lattice.
The ducts for heating the air pose another limitation en
the pile with respect to its utilisation in a Jet'-engine. lEhren if
the frontal cross-section of the pile presents as much as 50^ of its
area for air passage, the frontal area of the engine and thus the drag
will be increased considerably compared to combustion powered engines.

Mission Pow«r«d Jet Sb^lnes (50)
This loast be ihoa^t of la eoaneetioa vlth other eoneiderations. At
the present time* the operation of chaia-recustioa piles la restricted
to low teonperatores. LlBitations are the redaction of fission cross-
section vlth increasing temperature in the presence of thermal xueutrons,
and the physical properties of naterials of vMch the pile is composed.
Aliminum is the only puhlished or suggested material idiich fills %hm
quailfications for coolant tubes and uranium casings. Srea If a suit-
able higher melting point material is found, the decreased eross-seotien
for fission at higher tMsperatures will necessitate en Increase la the
eritioal size of the pile. Thxxm it is apparent that several years at
least will be required before pile operating teniperatures begin to
ooi^are with temperatures aov easily available with combustion, i^ther-
ore* giren a pile that could be operated at hi^ temperatures, the
probable weight Increase seeos to remove the pile from consideration
la the near future for the sises of guided missiles now euTlsioaed.
fbese weight considerations have not included any consideratlea
of the amount of shieldiag that may be accessary. i*or an ualshablted
missile the shieldiag ret^iresMits would be limited to whaterer ai^t
be necessary to prevent Interference with electronic equipment. For
a craft carrying passengers, the requirements beccMe meh more strlagmtt.
Ho specific laformation is available on shielding requirements for
nwitron emanations. Heutrons, due to their lack of charge* are veiy
penetrating and it is known that the thickness of shielding material
needed is on the order of several feet of concrete and water.
The picture presented so far may seem to indicate that there
is no hope for application of atomic power to any but tremendous slaed
aircraft by present standards. %is is not believed "by the writer to
be the case. If utilisation is restricted purely to the fission

Fisalon Pov»r«d Jet £b^&«s (^l)
process, ther* will probably b« a lapse of at least ten years before
it will be possible to rerise accurately present estimates of utility
of mtclear fission power applications. iThe prospect of the large
energy releases possible froB ooclear reactions is such too attraotire
to let pass without further iaTestigation of other possibilities,
howenrer.
An idea adTaneed by Oamow and others appears to be x>ar->
tieularly interesting in the li^t of the above. Shis six£ge8tim&
is to use radioactive eleoMnts as a source of power. She power to
be derived froa that given off in the radioactive decoopostion
proeees. Actually this can be considered as an indirect use of
fission because the radioactive aaterial used would coioe fros the
operation of a pile and the extraction of radioactive fission
prodocta, or the irradiation of aon-radioaetive isotopes to get in-
duced radioactivity. %e chain reaction pile provides the first
praetieal source of radioactive isotopes in large quantities.
%e type of isotope desired would be one with a fairly
short half-life of a few days, so that there would be a reasonably
rapid but unifom release of energy. Consider as an example the
radioactive isotope -.^a • ^t decays emittiag a beta particle
with O.g M.E.?. of energy and has a half-life of 9 days. If five
X>ound8, containing about 1.8^X10 atoms, is taken as an energy
source, the average rate of energy release for the first nine days
will be two hundred horsepower, ^liis is based on the fact that half
of the atoms present at the beginning will undergo decomposition %rith
each releasing 0.8 M.B.T. A more desirable type of reaction ai^t be

Fission Pomred Jet Snglaes (52)
one in i^ich Alpha p&rticles (hellxui nuclei) are produced. %e alpha particles
hare a shorter range and therefore gire up their energjr in a saaller
thickness of the medium being acted upon. This also makes the shieldixig
problem moeh easier*
It must he remembered that vihile radioactive energjr sources
present no danger of explosion, the energy release is a maxiarom idien
the material is first placed in the engine and decreases with time,
t^is mi^t be oyercome by using isotopes %^ich yield farther radioaetiye
materials with similar characteristics, so that the reduction in output
of the original material would be balanced by actirity of the product
material as the amount of product increased with time, ^is balance
would be only approximate for a si^le combination, beoanse the seeondaiy
material would reach a peak ooaoentration and then fall off by reason of
its own activity and its reduced rate of formation from the primary
source. It is conceivable, however, that mixtures of primary materials
could be devised that %ra'uld provide a reasonably steady energy jrelease
for desired periods of time.
For Jet propulsion applications the radioactive xrelease of
energy eould be used in the form of heat caused \^ the absorption of
the emanations in an air medium, ^e radioactive material might be
coated on the walls of tdiat is now the combustion chamber, or used in
the foina of slugs of any desired size or idiape. The application to
either raai-Jets or turbo-jets seems reasonably straightforward. From
a first inspection of the problem, the development seems to depend
primarily on selection of suitable materials. The transfer of radic-
active energy to air is accompanied by heavy ionisation. This must be
considered with respect to increased corrosion of structural parts.

Concla8lo& (33)
Tbe vrlt«r has end«aToreA to make a forecast of the llkely
modes of application of atomic pei«er to jet engines, especially thos«
intended for use in guided missiles, lliis forecast is based on as
careftGL a study as tiiae peraitted of the known and aTailahle information
OB nuclear fission and related suhj^cts. "She prognostications of others
h*Te heen consulted on the hasis of the information acquired. Briefly*
the coxiclusion reached is that nuclear fission as such does not pres«it
good prospects for utilization in guided missiles in tilie near future.
Application tc large aircraft seems to he of greater likelihood. Ap-
parently a much more iasMdiate possiMlity for use of atomic power in
Jet engines for guided missiles is presoited h7 radioactira sources of
energy. It is heliered that Uiis latter type of atomic power source
could be supplied to existing basic types of jet propulsion eBgises.
fhe writer regrets that limitations of time prevent a more eztensiT*
surrey of possibilities in this field.
For further work on the subject it is suggested that
a thorou^ study of radloactire i^ei^aena and materials be made with
the abOTO use in mind. Study should also be giten to find the effect
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